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'Life of Pi', written by Yann Martel, is an adventure Novel about a 16 year-old boy called Pi who, along with his family,
gets shipwrecked. The theme is about.

He was fighting for his life. He taught Pi to swim as a child and bestowed upon him his unusual moniker. The
author uses orange as a symbol of maintenance of the spirit to survive in survival. Which scenario is worse:
Being trapped in the sole presence of an adult Bengal Tiger, vicious and hungry, or, rather, your own thoughts,
extensive and wandering? But the ocean is rigorous and the tiger is not a domestic animal. By this point, we
know that Richard Parker is a Royal Bengal tiger, an adult male, who weighs pounds and takes up about
one-third of the lifeboat. Rituals give structure to abstract ideas and emotions-in other words, ritual is an
alternate form of storytelling. He speaks only Chinese and is very sad and lonely in the lifeboat. It was making
him stronger. Events take a turn for the worse when an enormous storm sinks the ship, leaving Pi as the sole
human survivor. The novel Life of Pi by Yann Martel allows readers to imagine a young boy named Piscine
Patel trying to survive a shipwreck using everything that he learns and experiences. The lower you are, the
higher your mind will want to soar. Life of Pi is about a boy named Pi who is in a shipwreck. Pi loses his
entire family when their ship sank. He pours his urine over the tarp to designate a portion of the lifeboat as his
territory, and he uses his whistle to ensure that Richard Parker stays within his designated space. Pi constantly
struggles to land a fish or pull a turtle up over the side of the craft, just as he must steadily and consistently
collect fresh drinking water using the solar stills. Throughout his adventure, he prays regularly, which
provides him with solace, a sense of connection to something greater, and a way to pass the time. Canongate
Book LTD,  Caring and providing for Richard Parker keeps Pi busy and passes the time. His other problems
now temporarily forgotten, Pi manages, through several training exercises, to dominate Parker. An avowed
vegetarian, he must kill fish and eat their flesh. So if you need more specific information about Life of Pi, you
can apply for help from EssayShark. But now the novelty has worn off. Life of Pi covers the topics of
characters and their emotional growth, the importance of literary devices and themes.


